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HCS- Mock Test
1. The climate of India is mainly tropical

Demo Copy

(c) No

changes

because:

pressureoccur

(a) of the location of the Himalayas in its

India.

North
tropics
(c) of the overpowering influence of India
Ocean
the

temperature
in

and

north-western

(d) ‗Loo‘ blows in North-western India.

(b) major part of India lies within the

(d) of

in

seasonal

influence

of

jet

streams

4. Duncan Passage is situated between:
(a) Minicoy and Amindiv
(b) Minicoy and Maldives
(c) Little Andaman and Car Nicobar
(d) South Andaman and Little Andaman

5. Consider the following statements
2. Which one of the following statements
HPAS Mock Test Series
regardingThunderstorms
and
isincorrect regarding the climate in
A Module of 15 tests covering
1500
Tornadoes:
SouthIndia?
Quesions 1. Both are violent storms occurring
(a) Peninsular
situation
and
over asmall area but for short
4 Subject
moderatingeffect of the ocean
keeps wise Tests
duration.
the temperatureof the region
lower
2 Combined
tests 2. If there is insufficient moisture, a
than North India.
2 Current affairs tests Tornadocan generate dust storms.
(b) Temperature
in
South
India
3. Thunderstorms over the sea are
increasesfrom the coast 2 HP
to GK
thetests
calledwater sprouts.
interior.
2 CSAT tests Which of the above statements is/are
(c) Extreme climatic conditions are
correct?
3 Full length tests
foundhere.
(a) 1 and 2 only
-----------------------------------(d) None of the above
(b) 1 only

For details Call:
(c) 2 and 3 only
88222 99444 | 9577 000040

3. Which of the following phenomenon
happenswhen

the

sun

shines

vertically over the Tropicof Capricorn
in the southern hemisphere?
(a) High

pressure

NorthwesternIndia

develops
due

to

over
low

temperatures.
(b) Low

pressure

NorthwesternIndia
temperatures.

develops
due

to

over
high

(d) 1, 2 and 3

6. With reference to the climatic regions
of

the

world

choose

the

correct

statement:
(a) Equatorial regions of all around the
worldare also known as ―big game
country‖ dueto the availability of vast
resources.
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(b) Parkland

is

a

term

describeTropical

used

to

climate

is

a

type

group

A,

B,

C

and

E

representshumid conditions.
Which

(c) Tropical deserts have saline soils.
(d) Desert

2. The

Deciduous

vegetation.

Demo Copy

of the

above

statements

is/are

correct?
of

transitionalclimate.

(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only

7. The transport route connecting the
Kashmir from Leh crosses the high
mountain ranges at the:

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
10.

With reference to Mountain and

(a) PirPanjal pass

ValleyBreezes, consider the following

(b) Karakoram pass

statements:

(c) Banihal pass

1. The warm air, of the high plateaus

(d) Zoji La pass
8. Match

the

and ice fields draining into the valley,
following

temperate

grasslandswith the regions in which

is calledkatabatic wind.
2. Katabatic drainage is a cause of
frostpockets

they are found:
Which

1. Australia

and

of the

above

statements

is/are

correct?

B. Velds 2. Argentina
C. Downs

hilly

mountainous areas.

List I List II
A. Pampas

in

(a) 1 only

3. Hungary

(b) 2 only

D. Pustaz4. South Africa
Select the correct answer using the code
givenbelow:
ABCD

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
11.

Which

one

of

the

following

(a) 2 4 1 3

statements is NOT correct?

(b) 3 2 4 1

(a) Black cotton soil of north-west India

(c) 1 3 2 4

was formed by the weathering of

(d) 4 1 3 2

basaltic lava rocks

9. Select

the

correct

regardingKoeppen‟s

statement
climatic

classification:
1. According

to

this

classification,vegetation is the visible
index of climate.

(b) Sedimentary rocks are distinguished
from other types of rocks by the
presence of distinct layers
(c) Granite has large crystals of quartz,
feldspar and mica in it
(d) A metamorphic rock is softer and
less compact than its original type
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16.
12.

Which of the following soils has

Demo Copy
During

the

Vedic

period

India,„Rajasuya and Vajpeya were

highest saltcontent?

(a) Titles assumed by the kings

(a) Desert soil

(b) Rituals

(b) Saline soil

and

sacrifices

to

strengthenking‘s position.

(c) Peaty soil

(c) Land revenue officials

(d) Laterite soil

(d) Institutions of higher learning

13.

in

Which of the following is not true

17.

Shahna,

appointed

during

with regard to the coastal plains of

reign

India?

responsible forwhich of the following?

(a) The west coast has a narrow alluvial

(a) He headed the military department.

margin interspersed by hilly terrain

(b) He

(b) The eastern coast has a wide plain
with well-developed deltas of the

(c) He
(d) He

except towards the south
same alluvial features
Committee

was

(a) solve the problem of minorities in
India
(b) give effect to the Independence Bill
(c) delimit the boundaries between India
and Pakistan
(d) enquire into the riots in East Bengal
Ravindranath Tagore Returned his

title of “Knighthood” during
(a) JaliyawalaBagh Massacre
(b) Non Cooperation Movement
(c) Civil Disobedience movement
(d) None of the above

headed

the

headed

the

markets

created

18.

'Zawabit',

during

the

medieval

history ofIndia, referred to which of

appointed to

15.

for

byAllauddinKhalji.

(d) The west and east coasts, have the

Radcliffe

responsible

communicationsdepartment.

(c) The west coast has little indentation

The

was

was

revenuecollection.

major rivers

14.

ofAllauddinKhalji

the

the following?
(a) They

were

instruments

landmeasurements
assessment

used

for

during

for

revenue

the

Mughal

period.
(b) They

were

new

techniques

of

irrigationdeveloped during the Delhi
Sultanate.
(c) These were the regulations framed
byDelhi

Sultans

to

supplement

theMuslim Law.
(d) These

were

declaredby

the

regulations

AllauddinKhalji

regulate themarkets.
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19.

The

1929

Session

of

Indian,

23.

Demo Copy
Central

soil

salinity

research

National Congress is of significance in

institute (CSSRI) is located in which

the history of the Freedom Movement

of the following city?

because the

(a) Hisar

(a) attainment of Self-Government was

(b) Jhajjar

declared as

the objective

of the

(c) Karnal

Congress
(b) attainment

(d) Nuh
of

PoornaSwaraj

Was

24.

adopted as the goal of the Congress
(c) Non-Cooperation

Movement

Which of the following announced

as newest district of Haryana?

was

(a) Hansi

launched

(b) Manesar
(d) decision to participate in the HPAS
RoundMock Test Series
(c) Dadri
Table Conference in London was
(d) None 1500
of the above
A Module of 15 tests covering
taken

Quesions

20.

The Governor General responsible

for the Partition of Bengal was:
(a) Lord Curzon
(b) Lord Hardings
(c) Lord Reeding
(d) Lord Minto-II
21.

2 Combined tests(b)

(b) 1995
(c) 1996

(c) Marigold

2 HP GK tests

Hub for the Information Technology?
(b) Rohtak
(c) Gurgaon

What

is

the

total

Number

of

districts in Haryana State?
21

(b) 22

-----------------------------------(c) 23
For details Call:
(d) 20
88222 99444 | 9577 000040

Which city of Haryana is Major

(a) Jind

26.

3 Full length tests(a)

(d) 1999
22.

Lily

2 Current affairs (d)
tests
Jasmine
2 CSAT tests

(a) 1955

Which is Haryana‟s State Flower?

4 Subject wise Tests
(a) Lotus

Panchkula district was formed in

which year?

25.

27.

With how many states does the

boundary of Haryana touch?
(a) 5
(b) 6
(c) 7
(d) 8

(d) Panchkula
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28.

The turban, worn by males in

Haryana is Known as-

(c) 48,314 km2
(d) 52,276 km2

(a) Toda

34.

(b) Muretha

Where has the National Research

Institute

(c) Paggar

in

Which was Bhiwani textile mill

(b) At Kurushetra
(c) At Karnal

(a) 1932

(d) At Jind

(b) 1948

35.

(c) 1950

Which city of Haryana is known as

„City of Weavers‟?

(d) 1937
Where

(a) Mahendragarh
is

the

(b) Fatehabad

ManziShaibGurudwara situated?

(c) Karnal

(a) Kaithal

(d) Panipat

(b) Fatehabad
(c) Rewari
(d) Jhajjar
31.

In which district is the Tomb of

36.

The glory and strength of which of

the cities of Haryana was discussed in
the book written by Chinese traveller
Huen-Tsang?

Gulam Ruler Rajia Sultana Situated?

(a) Thaneshwar

(a) Ambala

(b) Patiala

(b) Karnal

(c) Mahendragarh

(c) Kaithal

(d) Kurukshetra

(d) Faridabad
32.

Which of the following dance is

37.

Where

Haryana?

(a) Teej Dance

(a) Ambala

(b) Umru Dance

(b) Bhiwani

(c) Loor Dance

(c) Hisar

(d) Manjeera Dance

(d) Rohtak

What is the total area of Haryana?

is

the

biggest

animal

husbandry farm of Asia situated at

performed by women?

33.

been

(a) At Sirsa

established at Haryana?

30.

Haryana

established?

(d) Khandwa
29.

Demo Copy

38.

Which project is being launched in

(a) 44,212 km2

Haryana for the welfare of poor girls?

(b) 46,213 km2

(a) Apni-Beti-Apna-Dhan
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(b) Apni-Beti-ParayaDhan

(b) Mining of coal by private companies

(c) ParayaDhan-ParaieBeti

with end use restriction

(d) Indra-Saheli-Project
39.

Who

appoints

(c) Captive mining of coal by government
the

Advocate

General of the State?
(a) President

with

the

consent

and private companies
(d) Government conducting auction to
award coal blocks

of

Governor

43.

(b) Governor with the consent of Chief
Minister

term

electricity

“Open

means

access”

which

of

in
the

(a) Large consumers have access to the

(d) None of them
Which

The

following:

(c) Governor himself

40.

Demo Copy

transmission

artist

of

Haryana

distribution

network to obtain electricity from the

was

suppliers of their choice

honored with Lakhmichand honor at
the tenth National Theater Festival in

and

(b) Large consumers can choose the
distribution company of their choice

Panipat?

(c) Any consumer of electricity can also

(a) GajendraPhogat
(b) DilerKharakia

generate electricity from their own

(c) Masoom Sharma

resource and can feed on to the

(d) None of these

distribution network.
(d) Distribution companies can choose

41.

The term “MCA21” is related to

from which of the power producers

which of the following:

they want to purchase power without

(a) It is an e-governance project

government interference

(b) It is a group of companies registered
44.

under SEBI

are true regarding “Swiss challenge”?

(c) It is a survey done by NSO
(d) It

is

a

code

used

Which of the following statements

in

space

(a) It is a game
(b) It is a method of awarding projects by

technologies

the government
42.

As per the Coal Mines (Special

Provisions) Act 2015, government has

(c) It is related to lottery business
(d) None of the above

allowed:
(a) Mining and sale of coal by private
companies

without

end

use

restriction
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45.

Central Government has started

Demo Copy

(b) Carbon mono-oxide and Sulphur di-

awarding airport projects under a new

oxide

model of PPP. Under this model the

(c) Carbon

basis

of

selection

of

the

private

49.

(b) Percentage Revenue sharing
passenger

fee

Which one of the following is the

correct definition of “ Agenda 21” ?

(c) Per passenger fee given to Govt.
charged

(a) It is an action plan of U.N.O for

by

protecting human rights.

passengers

(b) It is a book of 21 chapters on nuclear

Which one of the following pairs is

correctly matched?

disarmament.

(c) It is
HPAS Mock Test
Series

an

action

(a) Biosphere

— Eduard Suess

(b) Ecosystem

A Module of 15 tests(d)covering
1500
— A.P. de Candolle
It is an agenda
Quesions

(c) Ecology

plan

for

the

sustainable development.

— A.G. Tansley

for the election of the

president in the next meeting of

4 Subject wise Tests
SAARC.

(d) Biodiversity — Reiter
47.

Nitrous

(d) Carbon dioxide and Methane

(a) Percentage Profit sharing

46.

and

oxide

operator is:

(d) Per

tetrafluoride

2 Combined50.
tests Consider the following:
Consider the following statements

regardingthe soils of Tropical 2Rain
1. tests
Star tortoise
Current affairs
Forests:

2 HP GK tests

1. Soil of tropical rainforests is red

latosols,and they are very thick. 2 CSAT tests
2. The high rate of leaching makes
thesesoils

virtually

useless

agriculturalpurposes.
Which

of the

above

statements

correct?

3. Pygmy hog
4. Lion Tailed Macaque

Which of the above species are found

3 Full length tests
for

inIndia?

-----------------------------------(a) 1, 2 and 3 only
For
details
Call:
is/are
(b) 2 and 3 only
88222 99444 | 9577 000040

(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
48.

2. Monitor lizard

Which of the following groups of

(c) 1 and 4 only

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4
51.

Which of the following statements

is/arecorrect about Eutrophication?
(a) A

low

level

of

aquaticecosystem
of

oxygen

in

the

deteriorates

the

gases contribute to the „Green House

ability

aquatic

Effect‟?

performphotosynthesis.

plants

(a) Ammonia and Ozone
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(b) The

decomposition

aquaticorganisms

of

increases

dead

2. France

the

3. Norway

demand foroxygen which leads to the
suffocation

oforganisms

and

ultimately their death.

4. Germany
Select the correct answers from the codes
given below:

(c) Fishing practices are the leading
cause ofEutrophication.

(a) 1 and 2
(b) 1 and 3

(d) All of the above
52.

(c) 2 and 3

Environmental degradation means

(a) Overall lowering of environmental
qualities.

(d) 3 and 4
55.

1. It is among the most sensitive species

activities.

ina region.

(c) Ecological imbalance

2. Lichens

(d) All the above

growing belowthe high water level of
spring tides exhibitinga remarkable
for

saltwater

tolerance.In

light of the given definition, consider
thefollowing statements:
1. Mangroves

are

the

characteristic

Which

of the

adaptation

towaterlogged anaerobic mud is low.
above

statements

is/are

correct?

statements

(d) Neither 1 nor 2
56.

Which of the following statements
radioactive

pollution

animals.
2. It causes disbalance among different
minerals in the soil.
3. It hinders blood circulation.

(b) 2 only

4. It causes cancers.

(c) Both 1 and 2

(a) 1 and 2

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(b) 1 and 4

Which of the following countries

suffer from the acid rains?

are

1. It causes genetic changes in the

(a) 1 only

54.

is/are

(c) Both 1 and 2

correct?

physiological

above

(b) 2 only

shelteredcoastlines.

of the

are

(a) 1 only

about

Which

amphibians

correct?

littoralplant formations of equatorial
2. Their

and

indicators ofwater quality.

Mangroves are trees and bushes

capacity

Consider the following statements

regardingIndicator species:

(b) Adverse change brought in by human

53.

Demo Copy

(c) 1, 3 and 4
(d) 2, 3 and 4

1. Canada
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57.

An iron needle sinks in water

(c) Clouds make the atmosphere damp

whereas a ship made of iron floats on
it because

and generate heat.
(d) Clouds obstruct the movement of air

(a) the edge of the needle is pointed

which creates heat.

(b) the ship is flat
(c) the ship is driven by powerful engine
(d) Specific gravity of the

needle

is

greater than that of water displaced
by it.
58.

Demo Copy

61.

could

be

the

appropriateexplanation

for

most

pressure

cooker cooking foodfaster?
(a) An increase in pressure raises the
boilingpoint of water which results in
waterboiling at a temperature higher

Match the following:

than100 degrees centigrade inside

List-IList-II

pressurecooker.

A. Vitamin B1 1. Osteopenia
B. Calcium 2. Goiter

Which

(b) An increase in pressure decreases

C. Iodine 3. Anaemia

theboiling

D. Iron 4. Beriberi

results in water taking less time to

of

water

which

reach its boilingpoint.

Select the correct code using the code
givenbelow:

point

(c) The

decrease

theboiling

ABCD

point

pressure
of

(b) 4 2 1 3

temperature higherthan 100 degrees

(c) 4 1 2 3

centigrade insidepressure cooker.

The speed of light is maximum in:

(a) Vacuum
(b) Air
(c) Water
(d) Equal in all medium
60.

The cloudy nights are warmer than

clear nights because
(a) Clouds prevent escape of radiation of
heat from the ground and the air.
(b) Absorb sunlight in the day and
radiate the same in night.

boiling

which

results

59.

water

water

raises

(a) 1 2 4 3

(d) 4 1 3 2

in

in

at

a

(d) None of the above
62.

Which of the following isotopes is

used

in

theproduction

of

Heavy

Water?
(a) Deuterium
(b) Tritium
(c) Protium
(d) All of the above
63.

Sparkling of Diamond is because of

(a) Scattering of light
(b) Refraction of light
(c) Total internal reflection
(d) None of the above
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64.

According to Ohm‟s law, electric

67.

Demo Copy
Consider the following statements

current flowstowards:

with

(a) Equal potential

Grievance

(b) Increasing potential

System (CPGRAMS)

(c) Decreasing potential

1. It is an online web-enabled system

(d) None of the above
65.

regardingNuclear reactors:

2. It

and

Monitoring

NationalInformatics

primarily
of

aims

to

grievances

enable
by

the

aggrieved citizens from anywhere and
anytime

nucleioccurs.
produces

by

submission

whichfission i.e. Combination of the
that

CentralizedPublic

Centre (NIC).

1. A nuclear reactor is a device in

reactor

to

Redress

developed

Consider the following statement

2. A

respect

toMinistries/Departments/Organizati

more

ons/State Governments.
Mock Test Series
fissionablematerial than it burns HPAS
is
Which of the statement(s) given above
called as Breederreactors.
A Module of 15is/are
tests correct?
covering 1500
Which of the above statements is/are
Quesions
(a) 1 only
correct?
(b)Tests
2 only
4 Subject wise
(a) 1 only
(c) Both 1 and 2
2 Combined tests
(b) 2 only
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
66.

2 Current affairs tests
68.

It is more comfortable to wear

2 HP GK testswhite cloths in summer because

Consider the following statements

2 CSAT tests (a)

with respect to ChavangKutFestival

They reflect heat falling on them.

(b) They radiate heat tansferred from the
Full length tests
1. It is the post-harvest festival of 3
the
body.
Garo, Khasi and JaintiaTribes.
-----------------------------------(c) They absorb perspiration.
2. The festival celebrated this year also
For details
Call:are soothing to the eye.
(d) They
marks the centenary of Anglo-Kuki
88222 99444 | 9577 000040
war fought against the British in
1917-1919.
Which of the statement(s) given above
is/are incorrect?
(a) 1 only

69.

Consider the following statements

with respect to Drukpa Order
1. Drukpa

Lineage

is

a

Buddhist

tradition that began in theHimalayas.
2. The founder of the Drukpa order

(b) 2 only

flouted

centuries

(c) Both 1 and 2

Buddhisttradition that barred nuns

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

from physical exercise.
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Which of the statement(s) given above

Demo Copy

2. The theme of the festival is ―A

is/are correct?

Celebration of the Spirit ofTribal

(a) 1 only

Crafts, Culture and Commerce‖.

(b) 2 only

Which of the statement(s) given above

(c) Both 1 and 2

is/are not correct?

(d) Neither 1 nor 2
70.

(a) 1 only

Consider the following statements

with respect to Gaofen-7 :
1. It is an optical satellite for mapping
purposes,

surveying,

andGeoinformation.

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
73.

Consider the following statement

with

2. It was launched by The Roscosmos.

respect

to

„SpecialProtection

Group‟ (SPG)

Which of the statement(s) given above

1. Cabinet secretariat of India is the

HPAS Mock Test Series

is/are correct?

governing body of SPG.

A Module of 15 2.
tests
covering
1500of the Group shall
Every
member
Quesions
hold office during thepleasure of the

(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2

4 Subject wisePresident.
Tests

(d) Neither 1 nor 2
71.

(b) 2 only

Which of the statement(s) given above

2 Combined tests

ICEDASH and ATITHI which was in

news are related to?

is/are correct?

2 Current affairs
tests
(a) 1 only

(b) 2 only
2 HP GK tests
and
(c) Both 1 and 2
create business models for lowcost
2 CSAT tests
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
products

(a) To

nurture

entrepreneurship

3 Full length tests

(b) A desi version e-commerce marketing

74.

Consider the following statements

-----------------------------------with respect to Maternal mortality
For details
Call:
For improved monitoring and pace of
ratio (MMR)
88222 99444
000040
Customs clearance ofimported goods
1. |It9577
is the
death of a woman while
platform

(c)

(d) Online portal for income certificate
72.

Consider the following statements

with respect to AadiMahotsav
1. It is a joint initiative of Ministry of
Tribal Affairs and TRIFED.

pregnant

or

within

42

days

of

termination of pregnancy.
2. SDG sets the global MMR target of
less than 70 per 100,000 live births
by 2030.
3. Kerala, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu
only have already met the SDG
target.
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Which of the statements given above are
correct?

78.

Demo Copy
Which of the following is/are not

the functions of National Commission

(a) 1 and 2 only

for SCs:

(b) 2 and 3 only

1. Advise on the planning process of

(c) 1 and 3 only

socio economic development of the

(d) 1 2 and 3

SCs.

75.

Arrange the following Himalayan

2. To investigate all matters relating to

peaks in order as they occur from

OBCs.

west to east:

(a) 1 only.

1. Kanchenjunga

(b) 2 only.

2. Mt. Everest

(c) Both.

3. Nanda Devi

(d) None.

4. Dhaulagiri

79.

(a) 1, 2, 3, 4

news is a grievance redressal portal

(b) 1, 2, 4, 3

launched by?

(c) 3, 2, 1, 4

(a) Ministry of Civil Aviation

(d) 3, 4, 2, 1
76.

Santusht Portal often seen in the

(b) Ministry of Labour and Employment

Which of the following is launched

(c) Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers
Welfare

by civil aviation ministry for exports

(d) Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food

in agriculture?

and Public Distribution

(a) Kisan UDAAN
(b) Farmer UDAAN

80.

(c) KisanKalyan UDAAN

Consider the following statements

with

(d) Krishi UDAAN

respect

to National

Infrastructure Pipeline (NIP)
following

1. It aims to enhance infrastructure in

statements is wrong regarding the

identified sectors for a period of five

"Vale of Kashmir”?

years from 2018-23.

77.

Which

one

of

the

(a) It is a synclinal valley
(b) It is situated 'between the PirPanjal
Range and the Lesser Himalayas

2. The funding of the NIP will be jointly
made by the Central Government and
State Governments alone.

(c) It is drained by the river Jhelum

Which of the statement(s) given above

(d) Previously it was a bed of a great

is/are correct?

lake, subsequently uplifted.

(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2
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(d) Neither 1 nor 2
81.

84.

(a) Slow and gradual movement of soil
down the hill slopes.
saturation

of

soil

with

water.
(c) Rapid movement of a large mass of
soil on steep slopes.
(d) Loosening

of

rocks

due

to

earthquakes.
82.

Consider the following statements

1. There is uniformity of temperature
throughout the year.
2. It is characterized by high annual
rainfall.
Which of the statements given above is/are
correct?

have equal days and nights.
Which of the statements given above is/are
correct?
(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2

85.

Consider the following statements

with reference to Ocean currents:
1. They

determine

the

locations

of

major fishing grounds in the world.
2. They

prevent

freezing

of

Britain

Coast.
3. They affect Monsoon in the Indian
Which of the statements given above is/are

(b) 2 only

correct?

(c) Both 1 and 2

(a) 1 and 2 only

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(b) 2 and 3 only

Which among the following is the

correct sequence of gases in
order

of

the
their

concentration in the atmosphere?
(a) Carbon Dioxide – Nitrogen – Oxygen Argon
(b) Nitrogen – Oxygen – Argon – Carbon
Dioxide
(c) Oxygen – Nitrogen – Argon – Carbon
Dioxide
(d) Nitrogen – Carbon Dioxide – Oxygen –
Argon

2. At equinox, all parts of the world

Sub-continent.

(a) 1 only

decreasing

overhead at any time of the year.

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

regarding Equatorial type of Climate:

83.

Consider the following statements:

1. Beyond the tropics, the sun is never

Soil Creep refers to

(b) Complete

Demo Copy

(c) 1 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3
86.

Arrange

the

following

physiographic features as found from
the upper to the lower course of a
river:
1. Meanders
2. River capturing
3. Deltas
Select the correct answer using the code
given below.
(a) 2-1-3
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(b) 2-3-1

90.

Demo Copy
Which

one

of

the

following

(c) 1-3-2

describes best the concept of Nirvana

(d) 1-3-2

in Buddhism?

87.

Which of the following official/s

is/are appointed by the President by
Warrant under his hand and seal?
1. CAG.

(a) The extinction of the flame of desire
(b) The complete annihilation of self
(c) A state of bliss and rest
(d) A

stage

91.

during the time of?

4. CVC

(a) Lord Erwin

(a) 1, 2 & 4 only.

(b) Lord Linlithgou

(b) 2 & 3 only.

(c) Lord Canning

(c) 1 & 3 only.

(d) Lord Dalhousie

88.

92.

Hartog Committee 1929 is related

all

First Railway line was constructed

3. Attorney General of India.

(d) 1, 2 & 3.

beyond

comprehension

2. Chairperson of National Commission
of SCs.

mental

Consider the following statements:

1. The Zaminadari settlement was made

to:

with

the

Zamindars

(a) Educational Reforms

Ryotwari settlement was made with

(b) Political Reforms

the Cultivators
2. Zamindari

(c) To review the GOI Act 1919

while

settlement

made

the

the

Zamindars as proprietors, while in

(d) None of the above

Ryotwari System , Peasants were
89.

What was the purpose with which

Sir William Wedderburn and W. S.
Caine

had

set

up

the

Indian

made proprietors
3. Zamindari

System

made

the

zamindar responsible for paying land

Parliamentary Committee in 1893?

revenue

(a) To agitate for Indian political reforms

Ryotwari System, all the Ryots of a

in the House of Commons
into the Imperial Judiciary
the

while

in

the

responsible

for

paying

the

land

revenue to the state.

(c) To facilitate a discussion on India‘s
in

state

particular area were made jointly

(b) To campaign for. the entry of Indians

Independence

to

British

Parliament
(d) To agitate for the entry of eminent
Indians into the British Parliament

Which among the above statements is / are
correct
(a) Only 1 & 2
(b) Only 1 & 3
(c) All are correct
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(d) Only 2 & 3
93.

3.

the context of modern

Indian history has been used for:
(a) Modern

educated

Indian

intelligentsia

castes

and

the

Conservatives
94.

hold true for „Government of India
Act, 1919‟?
(a) It introduced diarchy at the Central
government.
(b) Under it, finance and law &

(c) Some of the Congress leaders were in
favor of accepting the proposal.
(d) It introduced some restrictions on
over

the

Provincial governments.
95.

With reference to „Federalism in

India‟,

which

of

the

following

statements are correct?
1.

Federalism
government
between
various

a

central

constituent

authority
units

of

and
the

The existence and authority of each
tier of government is constitutionally
guaranteed.

for

‗Co-

Competitive

Select the correct answer using the code
given below:
(a) 1 and 3 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3
With

reference

to

„Indian

Languages‟, which of the following
statements is/are correct?
1. The Seventh Schedule to the Indian

HPAS MockConstitution
Test Series

includes

22

official

languages of India.

2011, Tamil is

the second most spoken language in

4 Subject wise
Tests
India
after Hindi.
Select the
2 Combined
testscorrect

answer using the code

given below:

2 Current affairs tests
(a) 1 only

2 HP GK (b)
tests
2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2
2 CSAT tests

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

3 Full length tests
97.

Which of the following are features

-----------------------------------of Indian System of Federalism?
is
a
system
of
For details Call:
1. Dual system of government
wherein power is divided88222 99444 | 9577 000040

country.
2.

and

A Module of 15 tests covering 1500
2. According to Census
order
Quesions

were declared transferred subjects.

government

called

Federalism‘ in States.

96.

Which of the following statements

Central

has

(c) 1 and 2 only

(c) Princely States
Upper

Aayog

(b) 2 and 3 only

(b) Landlords and Moneylenders
(d) The

NITI

operative

The phrase „Breakwaters in the

storm‟ in

Demo Copy

2. Separate

federal

and

provincial

Judiciary
3. Dual citizenship
4. Separation of powers
5. Written Constitution
Select the correct answer using the code
given below:
(a) 1, 4 and 5 only
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(b) 1, 2 and 3 only

3. Right to profess and practice religion

(c) 2, 3 and 4 only

under Article 25.

(d) 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
98.

4. Rights of the accused and convicts

Consider the following statements:

1. Swaran

Singh

Committee

recommended the incorporation of
Fundamental Duties in the Indian
Constitution.
2. To

pay

Demo Copy

taxes

is

one

of

the

Fundamental Duties of the citizens.
Which of the statements given above is/are
correct?

under Article 22.
Which of the above rights come under Right
to Freedom?
(a) 1, 2 and 3 only
(b) 2, 3 and 4 only
(c) 1, 3 and 4 only
(d) 1, 2 and 4 only
100. Consider the following events:
1. First Round Table Conference

(a) 1 only

2. Pakistan Declaration

(b) 2 only

3. Poona Pact

(c) Both 1 and 2

4. Gandhi Irwin Pact

(d) Neither 1 nor 2
99.

Consider

Which among the following represents the
the

following

Fundamental Rights enshrined in the
Indian Constitution:

1. Right

to

hold

rallies

and

demonstrations on any issue under
Article 19(1)(j)

correct chronological order of the above
events?
(a) 1 , 2, 3, 4
(b) 1, 4, 3, 2,
(c) 4, 3, 2, 1
(d) 3, 4, 2, 1

2. Right to life and liberty under Article
21.
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